Pediatric hydrocephalus: systematic literature review and evidence-based guidelines. Part 4: Cerebrospinal fluid shunt or endoscopic third ventriculostomy for the treatment of hydrocephalus in children
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Object. The objective of this systematic review was to examine the existing literature comparing CSF shunts and endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV) for the treatment of pediatric hydrocephalus and to make evidence-based recommendations regarding the selection of surgical technique for this condition.

Methods. Both the US National Library of Medicine and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews were queried using MeSH headings and key words specifically chosen to identify published articles detailing the use of CSF shunts and ETV for the treatment of pediatric hydrocephalus. Articles meeting specific criteria that had been determined a priori were examined, and data were abstracted and compiled in evidentiary tables. These data were then analyzed by the Pediatric Hydrocephalus Systematic Review and Evidence-Based Guidelines Task Force to consider treatment recommendations based on the evidence.

Results. Of the 122 articles identified using optimized search parameters, 52 were recalled for full-text review. One additional article, originally not retrieved in the search, was also reviewed. Fourteen articles met all study criteria and contained comparative data on CSF shunts and ETV. In total, 6 articles (1 Class II and 5 Class III) were accepted for inclusion in the evidentiary table; 8 articles were excluded for various reasons. The tabulated evidence supported the evaluation of CSF shunts versus ETV.

Conclusions. Cerebrospinal fluid shunts and ETV demonstrated equivalent outcomes in the clinical etiologies studied.
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Selection of the appropriate surgical method—CSF shunt placement or endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV)—for the treatment of pediatric hydrocephalus remains a topic of considerable debate. Advocates for ETV cite low failure rates and the potential to avoid shunt placement and its inherent risks as major advantages of the procedure, while supporters of insertion of a ventriculoperitoneal (VP) shunt question the efficacy of ETV in treating hydrocephalus as well as ETV’s unknown effects on neurodevelopment and quality of life.²⁻⁴,¹¹ While there is a great deal of literature on CSF shunts and ETV, there is a relative dearth of articles describing evaluation of both CSF shunt placement and ETV, and there are no randomized trials in which the 2 procedures have been compared.

Endoscopic third ventriculostomy may be beneficial in cases in which there is a clear obstruction to CSF flow and ETV provides an alternate pathway. It is less certain that ETV holds an advantage over shunts in many
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causes of hydrocephalus. There is a great deal of interest in the use of ETV with choroid plexus coagulation (CPC) in the treatment of infant hydrocephalus. The Pediatric Hydrocephalus Systematic Review and Evidence-Based Guidelines Task Force anticipates that this topic, along with the effectiveness of ETV compared with shunts in treating hydrocephalus of specific etiologies, will be addressed in subsequent publications. In the current analysis, we sought to systematically review the existing literature detailing the efficacy of CSF shunts versus ETV and to generate evidence-based recommendations for the selection of surgical procedure based on the strength of the available data. Evidence for ETV and a discussion of that procedure in infants younger than 1 year of age is addressed elsewhere in the Guidelines.14

The primary objective of this work was to broadly assess treatment outcomes and review evidence that one treatment may have greater efficacy than the other.

Methods

Search Criteria

The US National Library of Medicine PubMed/MEDLINE database and the Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews were queried using MeSH headings, key words, and terms relevant to hydrocephalus, CSF shunts, and ETV. The structure of the literature queries used to search these databases for published articles relevant to hydrocephalus, CSF shunts, and ETV is explained below and in “Part 1: Introduction and Methods.”

Search Terms

PubMed/MEDLINE

1. (“Hydrocephalus”[Majr]) AND “Ventriculostomy”[Majr]) AND “Endoscopy”[Mesh]
2. Limit 1 to Child (0–18 years)
3. Limit to English and Humans
Number = 120

Cochrane Database

1. MeSH descriptor Child
2. MeSH descriptor Infant
3. MeSH descriptor Hydrocephalus
4. MeSH descriptor Ventriculostomy
5. MeSH descriptor Third Ventricle
6. (1 or 2) and 3 and 4
7. (1 or 2) and 3 and 5
Number = 2 Systematic Reviews

Search Strategy

An evidentiary table was constructed to facilitate data review and analysis by the Task Force. Each of the 14 articles was read and reviewed in detail by the full Task Force. Afterward 7 articles were excluded due to potential redundancy in the subject population (n = 3), potential redundancy and variable or inappropriate outcome measures (n = 2), or a clinical scenario in which hydrocephalus might reasonably be expected to resolve without ETV or shunt surgery (n = 2); and 1 article was excluded because it covered simultaneous treatment with a CSF shunt and ETV (Fig. 1).5,6,10–12,15,16,19 The evidentiary table was constructed to link recommendations to strengths of evidence (Levels I–III), which were assigned by a group consensus during face-to-face meetings of the Task Force.

Results

Of the 122 articles identified using the optimized search parameters, 52 were recalled for full-text review. Members of the Task Force who were assigned to the current topic read and discussed all 52 articles recalled for the full-text review as well as the additional study identified and subsequently disqualified. As the primary objective of this study was to assess treatment outcomes following placement of a CSF shunt or ETV, the scope of the evidentiary review was limited to studies that reported quantitative outcomes on both procedures (n = 14). In total, 6 articles (1 Class II and 5 Class III) were accepted for inclusion in the evidentiary table (Table 1).3,8,9,17,18 and 8 were excluded for various reasons as detailed above.5,6,10–12,15,16,19

When more than 1 paper covered the same clinical material or included the same subjects, only the paper with the largest patient population and most current data was included in the evidentiary table. The tabulated evidence provided adequate data to allow our evaluation of CSF shunts versus ETV.

Two articles5,10 were excluded because they contained redundant material or constituted duplicate publication. When more than 1 paper covered the same clinical material, only the paper with the largest patient population and most current data was included in Table 1 as evidence to support the topic. Two other articles by the same group of researchers were also excluded: one because of possible subject redundancy and insufficient data to address the primary objective,11 and the other because it contained differing outcome measures.12 Two articles were excluded because they evaluated the role of ETV15 or ETV and CSF shunts6 prior to posterior fossa surgery for tumor excision, a clinical scenario in which hydrocephalus may reasonably be expected to resolve in some cases. Finally, 1 article was excluded because its topic was simultaneous ETV and CSF shunt implantation, which prohibited an assessment of the outcome of either procedure alone.16

Cerebrospinal fluid shunts and ETV demonstrated equivalent outcomes in the clinical scenarios that were studied.

All relevant articles, including those planned for inclusion and exclusion, were reviewed before finalizing the evidentiary table. Each article was presented and discussed in detail, and careful deliberation was made to determine each article’s data class. In sum, there were 5 Class III articles and 1 Class II article (Table 1).

Tuli et al. (1999) published the sole article included in the evidentiary table rated as Class II. They reported results from a single-center, nonrandomized, prospective cohort study investigating outcomes in 242 consecutive patients treated with ETV (n = 32) or VP shunts (n = 210). While differences in patient ages and the etiology of hydrocephalus were noted among groups (patients who underwent ETV were older at surgery and more likely to have aqueductal stenosis), no significant difference was observed in the procedure failure rate, with a 44% failure rate for ETV and a 45% failure rate for VP shunt surgery.

The remaining 5 articles included in the evidentiary table were rated as Class III studies. Appelgren and colleagues (2010) reported a retrospective analysis of prospectively acquired data in 98 patients treated with VP shunts (76 patients) or ETV (22 patients). The primary outcome was failure of the surgery, which was recorded when subsequent surgery was required. Failure rates for VP shunt surgery and ETV were 58% and 55%, respectively, with a mean follow-up of 4.7 years. Study group allocation was uncontrolled, and there was variability in patient ages at surgery, the etiology of hydrocephalus, and other factors.

De Ribaupierre et al. (2007) reported the results of a retrospective review of 55 procedures (24 ETVs and 31 VP shunt placements) performed in 48 patients in the context of a literature review. With a median follow-up of 39 months, the authors noted a trend toward a lower failure rate in the ETV group (26% vs 42% in the VP shunt group), although this was not significant. The authors acknowledged nonsignificant differences in patient age and sex as well as in the etiology of hydrocephalus among their groups. Shimizu et al. (2012) presented a retrospective, 2-center review of cases in which ETV (9 patients) or VP shunt surgery (36 patients) was performed after removal of infected shunts. No significant difference was observed between the 2 groups in reinfection rates or procedural longevity. Of note, however, 7 of the 9 ETVs ultimately failed in this case series of patients being treated after shunt infection.

Garton et al. (2002) reported a retrospective, single-institution, matched cohort study in which ETV was compared with VP shunt surgery. With 28 patients in each group, no significant differences were noted between the 2 procedures in the treatment success rate or in cost-effectiveness parameters such as length of stay, operating time, or cost per patient. The authors acknowledge several limitations in this study, including modest sample sizes, a long treatment interval with practice deviation over time, and the possibility of missing late ETV failures (there was 1 hydrocephalus-related death in this group).

The largest study included in the evidentiary table was conducted by Kulkarni et al. (2010). This large multicenter comparative study had 2 arms: a retrospective arm for ETV (n = 489), and an arm in which prospectively acquired data for VP shunts was obtained from 2 previous clinical trials and reanalyzed for this study (n = 720). As noted previously, several related studies by the
same research group were excluded, because there was likely overlap in the patients included in these studies. Although this paper was rated by the Task Force as Class III, Kulkarni et al. described a sophisticated analysis of ETV versus VP shunt surgery on a large scale. The initial unadjusted models showed lower rates of failure for ETV compared with shunt surgery, but when adjusted for patient age and hydrocephalus etiology, the comparison became more complicated: early failure was higher for ETV than for shunt placement, but at points after 3 months, the ETV failure rate was lower than that for shunt surgery. Based on these findings, the authors concluded that there may be a long-term treatment survival advantage for ETV.

Ultimately, there are a number of limitations to this systematic review. In narrowing the scope of this project to focus specifically on evaluating the method of hydrocephalus treatment—VP shunt or ETV—several key factors known to impact the success of ETV, namely patient age, etiology of hydrocephalus, and history of prior hydrocephalus surgery, were not assessed.10 Thus, the heterogeneity in subject data that we have analyzed herein inherently limits the ability of this recommendation to inform surgical decision making in any specific case. Further, emerging information regarding the role of choroid plexus cauterization (CPC) in conjunction with ETV and alternative indications for ETV with or without CPC (for example, posthemorraghic hydrocephalus of prematurity) should be evaluated in future iterations of guidelines for the treatment of hydrocephalus as more information becomes available.11 Finally, and most significantly, there is an urgent need for large-scale randomized controlled trials to generate the Level I evidence that is required to definitively address the question of the optimal surgical technique (VP shunt, ETV, or ETV-CPC) in cases of any given hydrocephalus etiology.

**TABLE 1: Evaluation of CSF shunt procedures and ETV: summary of evidence**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors &amp; Year</th>
<th>Study Description</th>
<th>Data Class, Quality, &amp; Reasons</th>
<th>Results &amp; Conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tulsi et al., 1999</td>
<td>Single-center, nonrandomized, prospective cohort study. Analysis of all pts w/ hydrocephalus from aqueductal stenosis or tumor over a 10-yr period.</td>
<td>Class II Prospective cohort study of consecutive pts.</td>
<td>ETV: 32 pts, 14 procedure failures (44%); VP shunt surgery: 210 pts, 95 procedure failures (45%). ETV group had older pts (median age = 8.1 vs 3.6 yrs) &amp; had higher incidence of aqueductal stenosis (53% vs 25%). No difference observed btwn groups (p = 0.66, HR 1.19, 95% CI 0.55–2.56).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appelgren et al., 2010</td>
<td>Retrospective analysis of a prospective case series of 98 pts treated w/ a VP shunt or ETV. Primary outcome: procedure failure for a VP shunt or ETV. Time to failure also recorded.</td>
<td>Class III Retrospective analysis of an uncontrolled, prospective case series.</td>
<td>Failure rates: ETV group 55%, VP shunt group 58%. Hazard ratios calculated for failure of shunts, pt prematurity, &amp; length of procedure. Variability present in pt age, etiology of hydrocephalus, &amp; other factors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Ribaupierre et al., 2007</td>
<td>Retrospective review of 55 procedures in 48 consecutive pts (ETV: 24 pts; VP shunt surgery: 31 pts).</td>
<td>Class III Retrospective review.</td>
<td>Difference in failure rate not significant (26% w/ ETV vs 42% w/ VP shunt surgery). No difference btwn groups at 6 mos, 1 yr, 2 yrs, or 5 yrs after surgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garton et al., 2002</td>
<td>Matched cohort analysis of ETV vs VP shunt w/ comparison of cost-effectiveness &amp; procedure failure rate. 28 pts in each group.</td>
<td>Class III Retrospective single-institution matched cohort study. Study interval was prolonged (10 yrs) &amp; contained practice variation.</td>
<td>ETV success rate of 54% was not significantly different from that of VP shunt surgery. However, at 34 mos postop, the procedure survival curve favored ETV. No difference btwn procedures observed in cost or efficacy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kulkarni et al., 2010</td>
<td>International multicenter study comparing retrospective data for ETV &amp; prospectively acquired data for shunts (from the Shunt Design Trial &amp; the Endoscopic Shunt Insertion Trial). Primary outcome: treatment failure (requirement for subsequent hydrocephalus surgery or hydrocephalus-related death).</td>
<td>Class III Multicenter comparative study w/ 2 arms: 1) retrospective for ETV; 2) prospectively acquired data from 2 previous trials re-analyzed in the current study.</td>
<td>Unadjusted models showed lower rates of failure for ETV than for shunting. After adjusting for age &amp; hydrocephalus etiology, ETV had a higher early rate of failure than shunting. However, the ETV failure rate was lower than that for shunting at points after 3 mos postsurgery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shimizu et al., 2012</td>
<td>Retrospective 2-center study of ETV (n = 9) &amp; VP shunt (n = 36) after removal of infected VP shunt. Compared reinfec tion rates after each procedure &amp; procedure survival.</td>
<td>Class III Retrospective review, modest sample size.</td>
<td>Reinfection rates were not significantly different btwn VP shunt (27.8%) &amp; ETV (11.1%) groups. Procedure survival was not significantly different btwn VP shunt (658 days) &amp; ETV (929 days).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* pts = patients.
Conclusions

**RECOMMENDATION:** Both CSF shunts and endoscopic third ventriculostomy (ETV) are options in the treatment of pediatric hydrocephalus. **STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATION:** Level II, moderate clinical certainty.

Cerebrospinal fluid shunts and ETV demonstrated equivalent outcomes in the clinical scenarios that were studied.
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